
GREENBANK CREEK EVENT – FOOT-O – Mass start SI Air event, rock detail and new maps.   

Ugly Gully invites you to a bush and park orienteering event at Greenbank using public parkland, 

reserves and forest.   (Note that unfortunately the bike/duo component is no longer happening due 

to mountain bike trail permission problems). 

Start the year with a bang at a fun, fast and challenging event. All new areas with interesting 

orienteering. Setter/Controller/Organiser - Brenton.   

DETAILS 

Great location - Close to Brisbane and the Gold Coast (less than 45mins from Brisbane CBD and 

Helensvale) and fast from Caboolture via Gateway (less than 70 minutes). 

Picturesque assembly area at Spring Mountain Reserve off Tully Connection Road, Greenbank, 

perfectly suited to both competitors and families and spectators with kangaroos, lawns, toilets, play 

equipment and more. 

 

Starts and Distances 

All events offer mass starts. Start times and course lengths below. Registration from 3:30pm. 

Mass start time Course Length Description 

3:44pm Very Easy 1.5km Remains in open parkland 

3:46pm Easy 1.6km Venture into nearby rock and forest near to bush 
paths 

3:48pm Moderate 2.8km Bush, green corridors, rock detail, parkland, fast and 
furious 

3:50pm Short Hard 2.6km Most of the fast and fun stuff. 

4:00pm Long Hard 3.5km All of the fast and fun stuff. 

4:02pm Extra Long 
Hard 

7.9km The big kahuna. All of above plus some streets and 
waterway corridors to reach the complex low 
visibility rock detail in the West (extra special 
second map only for Extra Long runners!).  The first 
bush legs are lightning fast but later bush legs are 
slow and technical at an OY middle distance 
standard. Finish with a fast control-picking run back 
to the assembly.  The fastest runner will win if they 
can orienteer... 
 

 

 



 

  

  

   

  

     

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

    

    

 

   

 

    

 

 

       

   

            

      

   

 

    

   

     

 

 

   
    

    
    

Boring stuff

There are toilets at the assembly, but not on the course. Water will be provided for the EXTRA LONG 

HARD ONLY – it is likely going to be hot so consider a hydration pack.

Mapper – Geoff Peck, Mark Roberts, Lidar. Maps will be at 1:5000 due to detail. The extra long hard 

course gets two maps in different areas!

Footwear and Clothing – Wear something to avoid being scratched, and low socks covered by 

gaiters works well… Only the Very Easy stays entirely within a park, everyone else ventures into 

some forest.

Entry Fees – all fees help to cover the cost of an impromptu map. (Includes SI Hire and compass)

$5 members $7 non-members. Family $12 members, $20 non-members. See Eventor for more 

details.

Late starts until 4:20pm but are not available on the Long course. Course Closures 5:20pm. Note this 

will be SI Air and flags, not maprun. You may start outside the mass starts but they will be fun…

Entries Close strictly 11:59pm on the Thursday prior to the event.  Pre-entry strongly 

recommended. You can enter on the day, but maps may be limited. Enter here:

https://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/Show/16955

The Terrain

Foot - Considerable isolated rock detail in enjoyable pieces of forest, some thicker, some parkland,

and creeks with gullies and small erosion. Fast running on all courses with the Extra Long course only 

having some slower, thicker vegetation and extra challenging rock.

https://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/Show/16955

